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Ideas
Christmas
Glft
For
Your
Ust
Shopl)Ilig
the Actis i-T Band
Discreetly designed .
is worn on the wrist and supports its
users in all their physical activities to
their fitness
help them accomplish
goals . Thanks to the Wellness Coach
users can monitor their
application
progress directly on an OLED .screen.
synchronise their data on the mobile
application and share their results on
the

lon8 Slim Water Bottle
for E9 99
is availaole from
www .amazon

. co .uk

The Activi-T Band by Terraillon
retails at £49 www .terrailion .com

Perfume-

Escentric

Molecules

Created by legendary nose Geia
Schoen.
Molecules strip back
the bells and whistles of traditional perfumery . to create something unique
and animal without being gimmicky . In fact . its the laissez-faire element
of these concoctiorts that make them so alluring and seductive (think: 60s
French screen siren in a scruffy tshin and jeans) . These aren' t pretty
but far more intriguing - showcasing the diziyingly
wonderful
perfumes"
things synthetic notes can do. The Molecule- seems ( including the hugely
Molecule
01)
are
based
around
a
.
popular
single ingredient designed to meld
with the wearer'
snatural pheromones for a truly vellbinding effect .
this unisex line is proof that
on the lookout for a scent that' s sexy yet
t need to smother the wearer in a rich .
perfumes
fug.
'

'

don'

Perfume

available
front Ahiti
21 Francis St . Stone) gate . Leicester . 1E2
w
T: 0116 2704379
. ihiti-ladieswear

Polo
for

Experiences
the person

Christmas
Is ho already

gift
has

21W
. eo .uk

vouchers
everything?'

With experiential gifts taking the rise in almost all sectors there is very
little more unique than a half days polo experience . Perfect for non-riders.
those who have never been able to . but always wanted an introduction to
the Game of Kings'
or equally for those who have had some time off the
sport and wish to pick back up the mallet.
'

The vouchers start at £145 fora half day . are valid for 12 months and
redeemable in four
in England . They are also available to be sent
beautifully packaged so you can enjoy the special ceremony of unwrapping.
Vouchers available
www .poloexperiences
.com/ product/ polo-experience-day
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